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CHINESE BUYERS STILL FAVOR
PREMIUM CARS, BUT ONE KILLER
FACTOR COULD STRIKE IT ALL…
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A PRACTICAL GUIDE THROUGH
STORMY WEATHER
In 2018, the totally unexpected happened and the Chinese automotive
market contracted for the first time in 28 years. It’s now accepted by
analysts – even the most optimistic ones – that the market will remain in its
weak state throughout 2019. Almost all analysts and industry pundits draw
the same conclusion: The years of explosive growth are over. The ‘New Normal’
finally found its way into the Chinese automotive industry.
Before the New Normal, auto retailers were said to make money ‘lying flat’
as customers simply came into their 4S dealers and bought the vehicles ‘off
the shelf’.
But with the market contracting, auto retailers can’t simply lie back,
waiting like rabbits for customers to come. The time of easy money is
over and it’s now their job to approach customers in a more proactive and
targeted way to increase revenue and profit in times of slowing growth.
In the forthcoming monthly publications by Berylls, we will explore in-depth
the issue of proactive and targeted customer approach – from various
angles and stakeholders’ perspectives – to derive concepts for continued
success in the Chinese market.
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DECODING THE PREMIUM
MYSTIQUE
Last year, the Chinese automotive market contracted for the first time in decades, yet not all vehicle segments
contracted. The contraction was the most drastic among domestic budget and volume brands, such as BAIC, Chang’An,
Great Wall, Haval, closely followed by joint venture volume brands such as VW, GM.
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In contrast, premium brands, in particular the German trinity of BBA (Mercedes-Benz, BMW and Audi), enjoyed strong
sales in the midst of overall contraction.
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Now to the very obvious question: Why are premium brands still successful despite an overall lagging market, and what
factors contribute to a successful premium brand in China? Or put more simply: Why do the Chinese still love to buy
premium brands? We’ve undertaken in-depth research to establish the five most important factors for premium
brand success in China. At the same time, we’ve identified one killer factor that could nullify all the others. Let’s start
with the success factors.
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1. Heritage
First and foremost, customers consider premium brands to be premium because of their long history and rich
legacy – these brands have either always been premium, or always had associations with being premium. Ideally,
the premium image originates from a country that has long been associated with premium/luxury and high
quality in the minds of Chinese consumers, e.g. Germany and Japan. German premium brands, with their long,
rich history of automobile manufacture, are the most powerful example.

“The real big difference between traditional OEMs and start-ups is history itself. Traditional OEMs have
over 100 years of history and start-ups won’t be able to catch up so quickly. And I am not talking about
the product alone, I’m also talking about customer base and retail network. These elements are things
that an OEM has built up over many years and cannot be repeated just within a couple of years”
Dr. Jan Burgard

OEMs carefully nurture their heritage by constantly reminding Chinese customers of their automotive history,
making this one intangible factor impossible to imitate. This is one very obvious reason why newly established
premium brands such as Wey cannot yet fully compete with traditional premium OEMs. Now some readers will
say that Wey enjoyed tremendous growth from 2017 to 2018, which is true. Yet in the first few months of 2019,
Wey suffered a couple of heavy dips that show its story is not necessarily long lasting.
However, there are exceptions to the premium rule – brands that have discovered the killer factor and created
their own heritage. We’ll explore this at a later stage.

2. Quality
Right behind heritage comes quality. From a customer’s perspective, quality is the alpha and omega that defines premium – and it must be utterly beyond question. Chinese customers need to feel quality in every facet
of the vehicle, inside and out.
In the Chinese market, quality is not an abstract word. It is highly tangible and perceived as evident in primarily
two dimensions: craftsmanship and reliability.
Customers want to experience craftsmanship physically, in the attention to detail, the precision of manufacture, materials used, the smell of the interior, feel of the seats, smooth coupling of engine and transmission –
but also in a more abstract way. They want, for example, to know that costly components were used and that
all personnel along the value chain had a positive, dedicated, enthusiastic attitude to the product. Premium
OEMs and 4S dealers exploit both dimensions by building high-quality vehicles while continuously telling stories about expensive components to customers during the sales process.
Reliability refers to the avoidance of product failure and also to vehicle behavior in accidents. Customers need
to feel they are safe inside the vehicle no matter what threatening situations they encounter, and that the vehicle shall not fail – or will at least fail less than that of competitors in similar situations.
Besides building high-quality vehicles, OEMs can also fully exploit their perceived high quality through heritage.
This is especially the case with BBA. Despite the numerous publicly known and occasionally high-profile issues
with German vehicles in China, their quality still reigns supreme in the hearts and minds of Chinese customers,
simply because “BBA was always of high quality”.
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3. Performance
Chinese customers believe that premium vehicles must be high-performance and known to be high-performance, whether in driving dynamics, behavior on wet roads, heavy deceleration/braking or hard cornering –
premium vehicles must exhibit a superior feel and response.
In contrast to industry veterans who lament that premium OEMs invest too much in vehicle performance, and
should save on those costs, we believe this to be totally wrong. Such investments ease the mind of Chinese
customers, reassuring them that they have bought a genuinely high-performance vehicle worth the money
they’ve spent.

SUPER CARS
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Although the vehicle is unlikely, in daily use, to meet the same extremes as in development/testing, it’s this
reassurance that attracts Chinese customers.
That perception of superior performance can be much enhanced in the mind of Chinese buyers by OEMs’ participation in such international racing series as F1 and World Endurance.

4. Innovation/technology
Customers need to feel that premium brand vehicles are the epitome of automotive technology and innovation, with components sourced from highly renowned and technically advanced suppliers. They must be able to
expect state-of-the-art technology in both powertrain/chassis and in infotainment: a highly tangible requirement that successful OEMs must fulfill.
This issue also has an abstract side to it as, in the case of BBA and conventional ICE, Chinese consumers will
always see BBA as the inventor of the modern automobile and the initiator of constant innovations in the ICE
domain.

5. Face value – “面子”
In the end, it’s all about perception – one’s ‘face value’ or status in the eyes of other people. This simply means
that premium brands need to elevate the social status of the owner/driver through a combination of all the
hard and soft factors mentioned above, establishing an unquestioned ‘premium’ identity.
While short-term success can sometimes be achieved in other ways, as in the case of Wey, it’s a combination of
the above factors that make a brand sustainably premium.

Source: Mercedes-Benz, Audi, BMW Group
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The killer factor
So far, so good; but there is a huge flaw in this concept of being and maintaining premium. All the heritage, high
quality and technological superiority are based on the traditional ICE engine as its foundation. Traditional
OEMs have nurtured ICE technology for the longest time and built up a mystique around it, a mystique that
forms the core of their heritage, history, quality and so on. But what if this foundation crumbles? What if it loses
its importance? What happens to all the other factors – and what does premium still mean?
In times of digitalization and new powertrain concepts, with infotainment systems gaining more importance,
ICE technology is losing ground. It’s becoming less important. All the elements of mystique and premium identity can be instantly nullified through the deployment of new technologies. Emission-free driving, smart vehicles, connectivity, AI and autonomous cars are becoming more important than ICE innovations, allowing the
premium concept to be copied and for heritage to be created from nowhere. This began with Lexus, which
entered the premium scene with hybrids, and it’s even more evident in the case of Tesla, whose models reign
supreme in global EV sales as it creates its own history and legacy and gathers an almost cult following.
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A number of new players are already following suit in China, most notably NIO.
This is the killer factor: Creating a premium brand based on conventional ICE is doomed to failure, while creating a new story around electrification is a good ingredient for success – putting conventional premium OEMs
under tremendous pressure.

“Incumbent OEMs have to electrify and digitize their well-established brand.
That’s what I call Heritage 2.0”
Dr. Jan Burgard
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SEEKING ADVICE?
MEET BERYLLS.
Berylls Strategy Advisors is an award-winning top-management
consultancy that blends digital expertise, an exclusive automotive
focus and a network of over 40 cooperation partners and senior
advisers. With over 200 completed M&A projects in the automotive
industry, Berylls has proven expertise along the entire transaction
life cycle – from target search, to due diligence, to post-merger
integration. A dedicated DACH-China team speaking both tongues
and understanding both cultures fluently serves our clients from
our offices in Munich, Berlin, Shanghai and Beijing. Seeking advice?
Meet Berylls.
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